
MYA email to IRSA re 10rater rule 2016-01-04

Dear Selwyn,
Further to the MYA submission of comments for the Marblehead class, a similar
exercise has been carried out on the proposed draft 10 rater rules. There has been
less interest in these rules then for the Marblehead, but the interest has been by
those who care and are knowledgeable about class rules as well as designing,
measuring or sailing 10 raters.

These comments have been added to the attached Word document of the 10 rater
rules draft version 9.2. We believe that this provides a very constructive and
positive feedback. Also attached is a list of views on the controversial matters of
luff limitation, areas on all sails and question of multiple certificates and a précis of
their comments. It is clear from the response there is no support for these particular
'new rule' proposals.

We trust that IRSA EC will take note and change its view on these matters.

We are disappointed that IRSA has not taken on board the suggestions made by
MYA to help event measurers to ensure that boats comply with the class rules and
to aid competitors to bring their boats into compliance at lakeside events where
tanking is impossible. Help is required and has not been forthcoming, particularly
in providing a check dimension to relate LW L limit marks to some point on the
hull. Requested on the certificate is a dimension from the aft side of the rudder
shaft up the counter to the aft LW L limit mark. Traditionally overhangs would
have been quoted on the certificate, but they are difficult to measure and are not
reliable. IRSA proposals do recognise this for the A class and in order to fix the
mast position have established a welcome new rule for a ‘deck datum line’ for this
purpose. To be consistent there should be no reason why this cannot be done for
the 10 rater.

The proposal for plumb ended boat limit marks is impractical and does not allow
the draft to be simply checked from a flat surface. The level of the marks is
essential.

Finally, absolutely essential to obtain a certificate is the measurement of the
waterline by flotation in a tank. Without this information sail area cannot be
calculated and the limit marks cannot be placed accordingly.

Currently there is a similar exercise being carried out on the Word version of the A
class rule. We will be sending comments on this class to you as soon as we can,
when this exercise is complete.

Cheers, Roger


